EQUALIZING THE GRADUATE EXPERIENCE
FOR

ALL STUDENTS

Three Types of Support

The modern graduate student fits their dissertation
or thesis into the rest of their lives
You know the graduate students
who need extra support.
They are older, or working full time and online or at a
distance. They may be in the military or speaking another
language at home. These students finish all the classes but
bog down during independent research at the end.
Have you asked yourself, “Why?”
Research indicates key factors are fewer opportunities for
university socialization that came with being on campus. If a
university can’t address students’ needs, 24/7 it becomes
increasingly likely that other responsibilities may take
precedence over their degree completion because the
dissertation has a lower priority in their lives.
It is no wonder that online student statistics typically show
completion drops below the 50% average for on campus
public programs.

It’s no longer enough to have one or even two ways of
delivering guidance – today’s student requires systems
that can deliver the aid they need, relevant to where
they are as individuals, in the research process. Higher
education needs to develop multiple ways and means of
engaging students during their studies, personalized for each
type of need.
We all want graduate students to see such strong
progress that they weather their personal traumas and
still graduate.

DoctoralNet’s goal is to show you how technology
allows you to deliver this type of sophisticated
interactive technology to your graduate students.
DoctoralNet brings the socialization of your
campus to your online, distance students or
those who work full time.

How does DoctoralNet upgrade your university’s offerings to your
Graduate Students?
3 ways…
1. By helping students avoid loss of time and
forward progress through a suite of self guided
systems.
1. Milestones help them keep track of progress
2. Maps synced to milestones aid them finding
guidance quickly as they need it.
3. Content-linked maps available through
multiple delivery systems for the adult
learner.
2. By ensuring solid research design and cut back
on 1:1 sessions required with advisors/mentors
or research supervisors.
1. Personalized guidance on research design
is achieved through DoctoralNet’s
proprietary automations©
2. Self assessment of outcomes against
research standards available 24/7.

"If you just follow the game plan as it is laid out on the
DoctoralNet site - it is foolproof. You have to follow it, you
have to do your due diligence but you can rest assured this
system will get you through your dissertation or thesis, as a
former student I can tell you, it is guaranteed.”
Dr Juliette Brown

3. By helping to socialize graduate students at a distance
from your university campus by ensuring that their
online environment is as rich in conversation as
walking down the halls of your buildings.
1. Daily push notifications delivered through email to
the students device of choice enrich and motivate.
2. Online groups allow for international research
camaraderie.
3. 80+ webinars a year unpack the subtleties of the
dissertation or thesis process.

DOCTORALNET’S LEVEL OF DETAIL IN GRADUATE RESEARCH GUIDANCE
TECHNOLOGY TOOK YEARS TO DEVELOP…
As your university partner we remain committed to scanning the
technology landscape and keeping current as new options develop.
THIS MEANS YOU DON’T HAVE TO,
Yet you always deliver current services to your students

Will this technology work to retain students and allow higher
percentages to complete their graduate degrees?
It is the mission of DoctoralNet Ltd to help do just that.
85%, of the 42 doctoral students who advised us in the design
of the technology, graduated in 3.5 years, 100% in 5 years rather
than 50% in 5 years as is the average.

DoctoralNet’s business model is to:
1. Sell subscriptions to universities to upgrade their offerings,
2. Work to engage all students with these technologies
3. Continually enhancing student outcomes
until everyone enjoys support comparable to the
university experience full time, on campus from an
ivy league or top ranked research university.

Email today for a demo:
ajames@doctoralnet.com
Technology now available for Masters Research as well

